
Conflicts of Interest Policy

Conflict of interest can arise in all fields and sectors. There may be several points when we provide

service to you, a conflict of interest can arise between TSCTrade associates, the directors & staff and

you as a client. Equally, your interest may occasionally conflict with those of other clients.

We aim to establish, maintain and operate effective organisational & administrative arrangements

with a view to taking all reasonable steps to safeguard your interest and ensure your fair treatment,

in-line with the duties we owe you as our client.

TSCTrade have  procedures  in  place which are  designed to  identify  and manage  any  conflicts  of

interest  which may arise in the course of  its business.  Organisational and administrative internal

guidelines are in place and are adhered to prevent conflicts of interest from constituting or giving rise

to a material risk of damage to the interest of our clients. Our policy makes sure that TSCTrade staff

act with the appropriate degree of independence when transacting with you or on your behalf.

TSCTrade is an execution-only service designed for investors who feel confident in making their own

investment decisions without receiving advice as to the merits of a transaction. TSCTrade do not

provide investment advice.

Any orders you give us to make an investment on your behalf  or to purchase securities may be

aggregated with other orders from customers of TSCTrade.

TSCTrade may possess information of a confidential or non-public nature which we are under a duty

not to disclose or use for our own benefit or anyone else. We will therefore be unable to use this

information on your behalf or disclose it to you. In providing our services under the Agreement, we

are not obliged to disclose or take into consideration any information, fact or matter that disclosure

of which would be a breach of a duty of confidentiality to any other person or result in a breach of

any applicable law or regulation.

If you have any questions regarding TSCTrade processes, then please contact us directly and we will

be happy to answer your query.

TSCTrade Compliance Department

 Tel: 0203 011 2312

email: help@tsctrade.com
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